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This document provides supplementary material to the paper “Electronic synthesis of light,” https://
doi.org/10.1364/optica.4.000406. To characterize operation of the EOM-comb system, we perform diagnostic
experiments at some positions in the optical-fiber path of the system. The central goal of the two nonlinearfiber spectral broadening stages is to generate octave bandwidth. Here we present an overview of optimizing
optical-pulse compression immediately before HNLF-2 (see Fig. 1 in the main text), of the characteristics of the
10 GHz supercontinuum spectrum, and of the 10 GHz source phase noise contributions to the EOM carrieroffset frequency. © 2017 Optical Society of America
https://doi.org/10.1364/optica.4.000406.s001

1.. Time and spectral doma
ain characterrization of th
he
EO
OM comb
For supercontinuum generation with the EOM
M comb it is critical
porally compresssed optical pu
to deliver a temp
ulse to the hybrid
nts have observed
vious experimen
dispersion decreaasing HNLF. Prev
decoherence in supercontinuum generation associated wiith
onger than 0.1 ps and reduced
optical pulse duration much lo
fficiency for pulse energy below
w 1 nJ [1,2]. Thee challenge in our
eff
work is operating the superconttinuum generation with >200 fs,
<0.3 nJ pulses. A key step is amplification of the EOM comb itself or
the comb resulting from the first, self-phase modulation-based
broadening stage to optical power levels up to 5 Watts. In either
case, the requirement is to amplify an optical pulse with duration
in the range 0.1 ps to 1 ps while maintaining a pulse spectral phase
profile that can be corrected with thee dispersion associated with
ber. Figure S1 shows a case for the 10 GHz
single mode optical fib
EOM coomb following the self-phase modulation broadening. Here
ntensity autocorrelation (Fig
Fig S1a) and its in
an optical spectrum (F
S1b) were obtained aftter re-amplification with the Yb/Er co-doped
fiber am
mplifier (YEDFA) to 1.4 W averrage power. The line-by-line
he YEDFA to adjust dispersion of the system.
filter was used after th
meters of the EOM comb, in particular, the
In this case, the param
phase balance of 10 GHz signals sent to the phase and amplitude
oarsely flat optical spectrum
d to provide a co
modulaators is adjusted
nd-order dispersion with the
after am
mplification. By applying secon
line-byy-line filter, we compress the autocorrelation of the pulse to
<300 fss, as indicated here by the FWHM of the central peak of this
signal.

Figure S1: Characteristic optical specctrum (a) and intensity
autocorrrelation (b) fo
following Watt level amplification of
the 10 GHz EOM comb after self-phase modulation spectral
broadeening is performed. This pulse is the seed for
supercoontinuum generation, hence the shortest possible
duratioon is desired.
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Two technical issues
i
hinder reecompression off the optical pulsses
aft
fter amplification to several Watts
W
of average power. First, the
th
gaain bandwidth of
o the commerccial Yb/Er fiber amplifier that we
w
usse is not particullarly broad. With
hout shaping app
plied to frequen
ncy
co
omb at the input to this fib
ber amplifier, well-known gaain
naarrowing reducees the bandwidtth of the ampliffied output pulsees.
W
We address this issue in a variety of ways. For one, as indicatted
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Figure S2: Com
mparison of optical spectrum flattening
f
on th
he
aautocorrelation
n of the amplifie
ed pulse. (a) Opttical spectrum of
tthe EOM com
mb after self-phase modu
ulation spectrral
b
broadening witthout flattenin
ng. (b) Optical spectrum afteer
fflattening the spectrum in 5 nm
n increments.. (c) Compariso
on
o
of the intensity
y autocorrelatiion with (greeen) and withou
ut
((black) power flattening.
fl

ab
bove, we can tweeak the EOM com
mb generator. But we can also use
u
th
he line-by-line optical
o
filter to adjust
a
the inputt spectrum to the
th
am
mplifier to result in the broadesst bandwidth pu
ulse at the outpu
ut.
Figgure S2 presen
nts a compariso
on of pulse com
mpression that is
po
ossible without ((a) and green
n trace in (c)) and
a with ((b) an
nd
blaack trace in (c).) In Fig. S2b th
he optical spectrrum was adjustted
ovver only 5 nm increments
i
of th
he optical specttrum. This coarrse
flaattening is sufficcient to reduce gain narrowingg of the frequen
ncy
co
omb spectrum.
Yet another prrocedure to deteerministically co
ompress the EO
OM
op
ptical pulses affter amplificatio
on is to apply true line-by-line
am
mplitude and ph
hase optimizatiion using an ad
daptive algorithm.

Figgure S3: For th
he 33 GHz mod
de spacing EOM
M comb
syystem, this figurre presents the results of true line-byn of amplitud
lin
ne optimization
de and phase of the
freequency comb. Here the comb
b (a) optical sp
pectrum
an
nd (b) intenssity autocorrellation we meeasured
folllowing amplifiication to 5 W aaverage power.

The proocedure that wee use has been d
described in detaail previously
in Refss. [3,4]. In sho
ort, we use feeedback from tthe intensity
autocorrrelation to optiimize the amplittude and phase m
mask applied
at the lline-by-line filterr. This procedurre enables us to
o both flatten
the op
ptical spectrum
m and to neearly compresss the pulse
autocorrrelation to it F
Fourier-transforrm limit. Figuree S3 presents
the resu
ults of this optim
mization procedu
ure. Here, we usse the 33 GHz
EOM coomb, and we am
mplify it to 5 W average poweer within the

F
Figure S4: Supe
ercontinuum sp
pectra generateed with the 10
0 GHz EOM com
mb. Here the p
prominence of tthe comb liness is clearly
vvisible. (a) Infra
ared J band. (b) Infrared H ban
nd. The small gaap in the spectrrum at 1.7 micro
on is caused byy a long-pass filtter used to
aavoid second-order grating efffects in the op
ptical spectrum analyzer. (c) 1
10 nm comb sp
pan around 1900 nm that sho
ows water
vvapor absorptio
on. (d) Infrared K band.
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second nonlinear spectral broadening stage. The optical spectrum
still contains small apparently random line-by-line power
fluctuations, which we believe are caused by nonlinear
interactions in the high-power amplifier. Future work might avoid
this type of negative effect on the optical pulse using a chirped
pulse amplifier scheme.
Finally, we present a more detailed set of optical spectra for the
supercontinuum generated with the 10 GHz comb; see Figure S4.
Here we can directly resolve the comb modes across the entire
octave bandwidth of the spectrum, which is important for future
applications of EOM combs like calibrating astronomical
spectrographs and molecular identification. The resolution of the
optical spectrum analyzer varies across the spectrum, which
explains the increased mode prominence in some regions. High
resolution optical heterodyne measurements separately indicate
the comb modes feature >20 dB signal-noise ratio in the 1070 nm,
1319 nm, 2140 nm spectral band, and throughout the 1550 nm
band. In Fig. S4 the plots are labeled by either the conventional
infrared spectroscopy nomenclature, or as in Fig. S4(c) to indicate
the observation of water absorption features that we detect near
1900 nm. This water vapor absorption presumably occurs inside
the commercial optical spectrum analyzer enclosure, since the
supercontinuum is otherwise contained in optical fiber.

2. Characterizing phase noise of the carrier-envelope
offset frequency
An important consideration in self-referencing EOM combs is the
impact of microwave phase noise of the oscillator source used to
generate the EO modulation lines. But importantly detection of the
EOM-comb carrier-offset frequency provides a sensitive measure
of the oscillator’s phase noise. In particular, sensitivity to this phase
noise in results from the massive frequency multiplication of
needed to obtain sufficient bandwidth for self-referencing. Here,
we present a comparison of the 10 GHz phase noise as detected in
and as predicted from measurements of the 10 GHz source
directly in the microwave domain.

Figure S5: Phase noise power spectral density of the
EOM comb offset frequency. This trace represents the
combined spectral density of the laser phase noise and
phase noise. Here the cyan
the frequency multiplied
trace is the contribution to
from the maser reference,
and the frequency synthesizer utilizes a 25 Hz servo
bandwidth in locking
to the maser. The magenta
trace is the contribution from the 10 GHz frequency
synthesizer including an approximately 10 MHz
bandwidth microwave filter centered at 10 GHz. Gray
trace is the noise floor.

To understand the
lineshape, we measure its phase-noise
spectrum for Fourier frequencies from 1 Hz to 20 MHz; see the
black trace in Fig. S5. The offset frequency
= −
is
<
as the frequency difference
conveniently detected at
between the 193 THz CW laser and the multiplied
. Hence, in
principle the phase noise of is the sum of contributions from the
CW laser and , but in practice the dominant contribution to the
phase noise arises from frequency multiplication of the EOM
modulation frequency
by a factor of 19 340. In Fig. S5, the cyan
trace depicts the contribution to the phase noise of
of the 10
MHz hydrogen maser, which affects
through
with a
multiplication factor of 1000 × 19340 (trace adjusted by
(1000 × 19340) =+146 dB ). The magenta trace is the highoffset phase noise of
adjusted by +86 dB and filtered by the 7
MHz FWHM Lorentzian lineshape of the optical-filter cavity. Here
the trace is adjusted by +86 dB since we measure this signal at 10
GHz, not 10 MHz. The impact of the filter cavity is minimal in this
prediction curve, and these measurements do not allow a direct
observation of the noise filtering aspect of the cavity. However,
this is to be expected, since as discussed in the main text, the filter
cavity is only expected to significantly reduce high Fourier
frequency noise associated with thermal fluctuations. Similarly, the
phase-noise contribution from the cavity-stabilized CW laser is not
visible. As a point for future work, a narrower linewidth filter
cavity should impact the noise spectrum in Fig. S5 more visibly.
Agreement between the measured phase noise of
and its
known contributions is an indicator of the phase-coherent link
between microwave and optical domains provided by the EOM
comb. Moreover, recording the phase-noise spectrum of
in this
way offers an extraordinary detection limit below -200 dBc/Hz at
microwave frequencies; the phase-noise floors of our two
analyzers are shown by the gray traces in Fig. S5. This represents a
key feature of EOM combs and other combs generated from an
ultrastable CW laser (e.g. Kerr microcombs) that are
fundamentally based on optical modulation and frequency
multiplication of the comb line spacing.
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